Manufacturers Represented

**AC Lighting**
- Altmant Stage Lighting
- Arri
- Automatic Device Company
- Avolites
- Baxter Controls
- Ben Nye
- Calzone Case, Co.
- Carpenter & Patterson Hdw
- Carol Cable
- Chauvet
- Chimera
- CITC
- City Theatrical
- Clear-Com Intercom Systems
- Colortran
- Colson Caster
- Columbus McKinnon
- Creative Stage Lighting
- C.R. Daniels
- Crouse-Hinds
- Da-Lite Screen
- Dazian Fabrics
- Diversitronics
- Draper Screen
- Limelight Custom Curtains
- Doug Fleenor Design
- Electronic Theatre Controls
- Gerriets International
- Limelight Painting Accessories
- Great American Market
- High End Systems
- James Thomas Engineering
- Jands
- JR Clancy
- Kino Flo Lighting Systems
- LE Nelson
- Lee Filters
- Leprecon
- Leviton Lighting
- Lex Products
- LiftAll

**Lighting Fixtures**
- AC Lighting
- Altmant Stage Lighting
- Arri
- Chauvet
- Creative Stage Lighting
- Electronic Theatre Controls
- James Thomas Engineering
- Kino Flo Lighting Systems
- Lycian Stage Lighting
- Mole-Richardson
- Selecon Performance Lighting
- Strand Lighting
- Strong Entertainment Lighting
- Robert Juliat

**Power Distribution**
- Creative Stage Lighting
- Electronic Theatre Controls
- Arri
- Baxter Controls
- Calzone Case, Co.
- Chimera
- City Theatrical
- Doug Fleenor Designs
- Great American Market (GAM)
- James Thomas Engineering
- LR Nelson
- Lee Filters
- Leviton
- Littlite
- Matthews Studio Equipment
- Mole Richardson
- Mut Enterprises
- Osram Sylvania
- Phillips Lighting
- Rosco
- Selecon Performance Lighting
- Tyler Truss Systems
- Ushio

**Manufacturers Represented**

**Cable & Connectors**
- Advanced Devices
- Carol Cable
- Creative Stage Lighting
- Crouse-Hinds
- Leviton Lighting
- Lex Products
- Rosco
- Union Connector

**Special FX**
- Ben Nye
- CITC
- City Theatrical
- Diversitronics
- Great American Market (GAM)
- High End Systems
- MDG
- Reel EFX
- Rosco
- Ultratec Special Effects
- Wybron

**Perishables**
- Ben Nye
- Dazian Fabrics
- Permacel
- Pro Tapes & Specialties
- Rescue Tape
- Rose Brand

**Rigging & Accessories**
- Automatic Device Company
- Columbus McKinnon
- Creative Stage Lighting
- Crosby Group
- James Thomas Engineering
- JR Clancy
- LiftAll
- Mutual Hardware
- New England Rope
- Rose Brand
- Skjonberg Controls
- SpanSet
- Stagemaker Concert Hoists
- StageRight
- The Light Source
- Thern

**Scenic Products**
- Colson Caster
- Da-Lite
- Dazian Fabrics
- Draper Screen
- Gerriets International
- Great American Market (GAM)
- JR Clancy
- Limelight Custom Curtains
- Limelight Custom Trim, Tassels, Fringe, Historic Reproductions
- Limelight Fitches/Brushes
- Limelight Painting Accessories
- Rosco
- Stewart Film Screen
- The Light Source
- Thern

**Miscellaneous**
- Clear-Com Intercom Systems
- C.R. Daniels
- Ultimate Support Systems

---
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